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Abstract: The analysis of historical materials is an essential component of cultural heritage conser-
vation. Protein was one of the most important and pervasive organic substances in ancient human
societies. Through the qualitative and quantitative examination of protein-based materials, it is
possible to clarify their source and functions of substances in cultural heritages, investigate the
manufacturing technology of cultural heritage, and identify their deterioration mechanism. On the
basis of these analyses, corresponding measurements are therefore feasible. Currently, mass spectrom-
etry, chromatography, spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic, proteomics, and immunoassay are used to
analyse protein materials. Proteomics techniques and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
technology are two of the most common methods for detecting ancient proteins. This article discusses
the evolution of protein component detection in ancient materials, as well as the implementation of
proteomics and ELISA techniques for the analysis of proteins. In addition, the characteristics of these
two techniques were contrasted in order to propose the most recent analytical techniques and the
direction of future research.

Keywords: cultural heritage conservation; protein; proteomics; enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA)

1. Introduction

In the conservation of cultural heritage and archaeological excavations, the materials,
and especially the key components, such as the binder of murals and paintings and the
organic components of building mortars, are not only closely related to human production
life, material life, spiritual life, and all aspects of social life, but they also serve as significant
carriers of historical information. In addition, they are the focus of research on traditional
building techniques, the prevention and control of the deterioration of cultural relic materi-
als, the elucidation of the physical and chemical causes of material deterioration, and the
development of future protective measures based on analysis and testing [1].

Proteins are one of the most significant components of cultural heritage artefacts and
are frequently employed as essential additives [2–4]. Additionally, proteins can be used
to restore and reinforce cultural heritage artefacts [5–7]. It is difficult to analyze protein-
containing cultural heritage artefacts due to the limited number of available samples or
the low protein content of the samples. Moreover, after prolonged exposure to multiple
environmental factors, proteins encounter a variety of issues, including ageing, degradation,
and contamination [8,9]. The earliest research on protein detection in artefacts of cultural
heritage dates back to the 1950s [10]. Archaeologists used mass spectrometry (MS) to
detect amino acids, the building blocks of proteins, in archaeological and paleontological
artefacts [11]. Since the 1980s, physical chemistry techniques such as mass spectrometry,
chromatography, and spectroscopy have been utilised extensively in the field of cultural
heritage research and conservation. However, these methods have the disadvantage of
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requiring a large number of samples, making it challenging to distinguish the complex
protein components in cultural heritage objects and lacking species specificity [12]. In
recent years, with the development of biotechnology, bioinformatics technology, and MS,
proteomics techniques and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) techniques have
been increasingly applied to the study of proteins in cultural relics materials, and these two
techniques offer high sensitivity and low detection limits [13].

In addition to discussing the evolution of protein analysis in the field of cultural
patrimony, this article will describe two cutting-edge techniques: proteomics and ELISA
technology. Additionally, a general overview of the challenges and prospective directions
of protein identification in cultural heritage materials will be presented.

2. The Role of Protein Analysis in the Protection of Cultural Heritage
2.1. Types of Cultural Heritage Containing Protein

Based on their composition, cultural relic materials can be classified as organic or
inorganic. Both categories of ancestry share a substantial number of protein components
(Table 1). For example, gum is required to enhance the writing effect on biological cultural
heritage objects because the paper has numerous pores between the fibres, which easily
generates a halo in the ink and affects writing and painting. The utilised adhesive is derived
from either plants or animals and contains either soy protein or collagen [14–16]. The
lacquer of lacquerware cultural heritage artefacts contains glycoproteins [17]. Also present
in bone cultural heritage artefacts is collagen [18]. A significant number of organic cultural
heritage objects are natural macromolecular proteins. Silk protein, for example, is the
primary component of silk [19], whereas collagen and keratin are the primary components
of leather and fur cultural heritage objects [6,18].

Table 1. Types of cultural heritage artifacts and proteins contained therein.

Cultural Heritage Material
Composition Cultural Heritage Category Protein Containing Part Protein Type

Organic

Paper Glue in paper or silk Collagen;
Soybean protein

Textile;
Fur

Silk products;
Wool fabric

Silk protein;
Keratin

Lacquerware;
Woodware;

Bambooware
Lacquer artifacts Glycoprotein

Leather Leather products;
Parchment Collagen

Carcass
Mummified corpse;

Wax corpse;
Wet corpse;

Collagen

Bone; antler Animal bones, teeth, and
horns Collagen

Inorganic

Ceramics;
bricks Pottery adhesive

Collagen;
Ovalbumin;

Casein

Painted murals Colored drawing;
Mortar

Collagen;
Ovalbumin;

Casein

Proteins are frequently utilized as a binder in the production and restoration of in-
organic cultural heritage objects, such as in the bonding of ceramic masonry artifacts,
the strengthening of building materials, and the fixation of pigments in painted cultural
heritage objects [2,12]. These cement-based building materials may be found easily and are
commonly employed at historical and archaeological sites around the globe. Chinese archi-
tectural cement, murals, ancient architectural paintings, and pottery paintings frequently
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use animal glue, egg whites, and other materials as binders; these materials were later
examined and found to contain collagen, ovalbumin, and other materials [2,3]. When creat-
ing dry murals and tempera paintings in the West, egg whites and milk were frequently
utilized. Ovalbumin and casein have also been detected [12,20].

2.2. Characteristics of Protein-Containing Cultural Relics Materials

Physical, chemical, and biological elements in the environment can cause proteins in
cultural relic materials to age and degrade. The breakdown of hydrogen and peptide bonds
and the disruption of internal protein structures, which result in protein fragmentation, are
induced by external stimuli or enzymatic action. For further analysis, protein fragmentation
presents difficulties. Protein translational modifications (PTMs), which also cause protein
fragmentation, modify the structure of proteins and alter their chemical and biological
properties. The characteristics of peptides and proteins are impacted by these structural
changes in significant chemical and biological ways. As a result, modifications to the side
chains of some proteins can also be used as markers for the degradation of proteins as they
age. One biomarker of protein degradation and age, for instance, is protein deamidation in
cultural relic materials. The spontaneous nonenzymatic deamidation of glutaminyl and as-
paraginyl residues has been shown to alter the structure of proteins and peptides [21,22]. In
addition to causing protein breakdown, these PTMs also make it challenging to distinguish
between the various protein species found in cultural relic materials.

For instance, silk protein makes up the majority of silk. It is influenced by elements
such as pH, microbes, oxygen, ultraviolet light, temperature, and humidity because it
is a naturally occurring macromolecular protein. Silk cultural relic materials age and
deteriorate as a result, losing their original form and luster and turning yellowish, brittle,
or even carbonized [13,19]. This is caused by the degradation of the proteins’ heavy chain
and light chain, P25 chain, crystalline area, and non-crystalline region. Collagen that
has been gelatinized and either been tanned or not is typically what makes up leather
cultural relic materials. The acids, alkalis, and salts in the water breakdown the protein
in the leather when leather cultural relic items are in a humid environment, such as when
submerged in groundwater for a prolonged period of time; hence, the state is frequently
quite fragile [23,24]. The morphology of leather coils, deterioration worsens, collagen and
fat gradually breakdown, and leather volume diminishes, becoming thinner and more
brittle over time, according to examinations of the ageing pattern of leather cultural relic
materials [24].

A low temperature is ideal for preserving proteins since it slows down their aging and
breakdown. In these circumstances, collagen molecules fold into a chain area, preventing
protease attack and delaying protein decomposition. It has been demonstrated that collagen
solutions hydrolyze at their lowest rates when the pH is between 5–7 [16]. The protein
components that exist in low temperatures, have pH levels that are mildly alkaline to
neutral, and are in airtight circumstances are therefore easier to preserve and analyze as
residues because well-preserved collagen is also found in enclosed bone samples.

2.3. The Significance of Protein Analysis for the Protection of Cultural Relics Materials

First, protein analysis can aid in understanding the function of the protein in materials
used to create cultural relics. For instance, egg white mortar, which is frequently used in
construction and building decorating, can be used to track how a substance changes over
time by looking for protein components in the mortar. According to research, egg whites can
help to aerate, bind, sterilize, and waterproof the mortar. The interfacial activity of protein
molecules and hydrated products, as well as the regulatory function of biomineralization,
are related to the mechanism of these effects [2,3,7].

Second, protein analysis can show how the artifact was made. For instance, protein
analysis enables the actual condition of the cultural relic materials to be compared with
the records to validate the authenticity of the records. Some relics contain a preserved
production formula detailing the components and production process. Vasily Yakovlevich
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Struve wrote documents by hand from 1793 to 1864. In 2021, Pankin et al. [25] studied the
dried film used for the paper connection and discovered that its constituents were gelatine
and fish glue. This outcome is in line with the typical ingredients used in dry film making
that were listed in a 19th-century encyclopedia.

In addition, protein analysis can also show how proteins age and degrade in materials
from cultural relics. Collagen, for instance, is a key ingredient in leather cultural relic
materials. Collagen is highly vulnerable to severe distortion, fracture, and interweaving
caused by high temperatures, according to an analysis of the proteins in leather cultural relic
materials. Chemical forces also break the hydrogen bonds and peptide chains of collagen,
making leather cultural relic materials tougher, more fragile, and even fully ruined.

Finally, resource and approach for associated restoration and conservation activities,
protein component analysis is useful. In the case of leather cultural relic materials, for
instance, the degree of deterioration of the leather is assessed starting from the retention
status and distribution law of the polypeptides of collagen degradation products, and a new
protection method is proposed: treating degraded leather with a mixture of glutaraldehyde
and tannins can strengthen the inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bond and covalently
cross-linked collagen molecules to achieve reinforcement [26]. Protein component analysis
can also eliminate any remaining protein clumps and offer a solution without harming the
cultural heritage artifact [27]. For the first time, Paul Banks removed remaining gelatine
from paper in 1969 using collagenase, a highly specialized protease [28]. Since the egg
white varnish coating on the 16th-century painting was insoluble in organic solvents and
mechanical removal might have irreparably ruined the original work, the enzyme removal
procedure was employed while repainting the damaged area [29]. In recent years, biological
purification and collagenase protease treatment have been employed successfully to remove
the thick gauze bound with animal glue that was used to protect murals during World War
II [30]. Different proteases may break down various kinds of proteins, so suitable proteases
must be chosen in accordance with the findings of the protein analysis.

2.4. Protein Detection Method in Cultural Relics Materials

The small number of samples available for the analysis of proteins-containing cultural
relic materials, the low protein content of those samples, and the difficulties in isolating
proteins that are affected by aging and degradation make this approach difficult to use.
Moreover, the majority of protein samples are mixtures. As a result, precise detection
of protein components in mixtures is also required, in addition to efficient and sensitive
approaches that can evaluate small volumes of samples [31]. Although chromatography,
spectroscopy, and other technologies have been employed for protein detection, the chro-
matographic technology’s pre-treatment process is complicated, necessitates a large number
of samples, and has a high sample loss rate [32]. Furthermore, the signals produced by
the spectrum in samples of cultural relic materials are subject to interference from other
substances, which makes it difficult to recognize proteins, and the majority of ancient
protein materials lack standard spectra, which makes it challenging to identify species [33].

Proteomics and ELISA are two recently created cutting-edge protein analysis tech-
nologies. Both approaches are very sensitive, specific, and capable of detecting proteins in
complicated mixtures. Both have been widely employed [8,13,34].

3. Proteomics Technology

In 1994, Marc Wilkins, a student at Maquaire University in Australia, coined the
term proteome. It refers to all proteins that are expressed by the genes of cells or tissues
under specific conditions [34]. various protein expressions at various stages, locations, and
environments contribute to the complexity of the proteome, making the protein group
extremely complex. Proteomics is the study of the functions, structures, and interactions
of all proteins expressed by genes using protein separation, mass spectrometry (MS), and
biological information technologies [35,36].
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Expression proteomics, which examines the qualitative and quantitative expression of
proteins in cells, organs, or organisms, is the most fundamental research in proteomics [37].
Figure 1 depicts the principal processes as protein extraction and separation, MS analysis,
and retrieval of biological information databases [38]. Select a suitable method for protein
extraction from the sample, and then separate the extracted proteins. In the separation
procedure, HPLC can be used for independent separation, or HPLC–MS can be used in
series [39]. The specifics will be provided in Section 3.1.
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MS analysis is the cornerstone of proteomics technology, and it consists of two distinct
techniques. The top-down method analyses multiple complete proteins in a mélange,
including large segment proteins, modified proteins, and peptides. The steps are as follows:
First, the proteins are separated by reversed-phase liquid chromatography, and then, after
ionisation and dissociation, they are analysed. This method is applicable to both sequence
analysis and analysis of post-translational modifications. Sequence coverage is substantial,
and sample preparation is relatively straightforward. However, there are some physical and
technical challenges associated with using this method to analyse cultural relic materials.
On the one hand, proteins in cultural relic materials are typically aged and degraded, and
it is challenging to extract and purify complete proteins from these materials. On the
other hand, mass spectrometry cannot detect aged proteins sensitively [39]. Second, the
bottom-up method, also known as the shotgun method, employs a protease such as trypsin
to cleave the protein backbone at specific amino acids to generate peptides, which are
then analysed by mass spectrometry to derive amino acid sequence information [40]. This
technique is suitable for the analysis of complex samples and has a high throughput [8].
Consequently, this technique is presently the most prevalent and mature method for
protein identification, particularly in the analysis of ancient proteins. Depending on the
testing requirements, various MS options can be selected or used in series due to the rapid
development of instruments [38,41]. The ionisation sources of a mass spectrometer are
primarily of two types: electric spray ionisation (ESI) and matrix assisted laser desorption
ionisation (MALDI). These two soft ionisation techniques enable the analysis of large
molecular weight molecules and proteins with post-translational modifications. Both
MALDI and ESI have advantages and disadvantages and can be selected based on the
sample’s characteristics and the type of information needed. In addition to the ion source,
the mass spectrometer consists of a mass analyzer, a detector, and a device for processing
data. The mass analyzer is an essential component of the mass spectrometer, which sorts
particles according to their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z). In Section 3.2, the functions and
selection of the mass spectrometer will be discussed.
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The detected original data can then be compared to the database to identify proteins.
After digestion, each protein yields a unique set of peptides; the molecular weights of these
peptides constitute the peptide fingerprint profile (PMF) of this protein. Using matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight MS (MALDI-TOF-MS), for instance, we
can detect the relative molecular weight of peptide segments, acquire the PMF, and then
identify protein species by comparing the PMFS to a standard database. Alternatively,
ESI-MS can be used to determine the amino acid sequences of various peptide segments.
For protein identification, bioinformatics techniques can be used to compare the amino acid
sequence analysis results with the amino acid sequences in the protein database. Using
various data processing software and module analysis techniques, it is possible to detect the
protein species present in a sample [42,43]. Or, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS or MS2),
which couples two or more mass analyzers via additional reaction stages, can be utilised.
Before accessing the mass spectrometer for examination, proteins must be enzymatically
cleaved into peptide segments. After enzyme digestion, the mass of the peptide segment
is determined by primary mass spectrometry, and significant high-abundance peptide
fragments are assessed by secondary mass spectrometry. After colliding with a high flow
rate of inert gas, secondary mass spectrometry dissociates peptide segments, resulting in
smaller peptide fragment ions. A detector analyses the fragment ions to determine the
amino acid sequence of the peptide segment. MS/MS can obtain accurate and high-quality
data from abundant peptide fragment ions, enhancing the reliability of subsequent database
retrieval and enabling the detection of trace proteins in mixtures.

With the gradual development of MS technology and the improvement of protein
databases, proteomics technology has begun to be applied to the protein analysis of cultural
relic materials; for instance, protein analysis was used to identify protein cements in
paintings [44] in the early 2000s. The approach has been implemented in the field of
archaeology, for example in the identification of animal remains and the analysis of animal
and plant products. In proteomics research on cultural relic materials, protein extraction
technology determines the efficacy of detection due to the rarity and value of the relics.

3.1. Protein Extraction

How to extract trace quantities of proteins is the first issue that must be resolved for
protein identification in materials from cultural relics. Noemi Proietti used SDS-PAGE to
separate and analyse the protein components in paper samples from the Camerino Fabriano
region [45] in 2020, comparing the protein recovered from the samples to cellulose that
had been treated with animal gelatin. The presence of a band with the same molecular
weight as the standard sample indicated the presence of animal gelatin. RP-HPLC was
then utilised to analyse the separated proteins. Regarding the RP-HPLC outcomes, both
analysed samples exhibit chromatographic peaks with UV spectra indicative of protein
material. The results indicate that the paintings contain animal gelatin. However, such
procedures typically require a large number of samples, and the resulting information
regarding species is frequently unclear. In an effort to reduce the weight of the sample, Car-
oline Tokarski [46] utilised an extraction technique that breaks down proteins from cultural
relics into peptide compounds in 2006. Different extraction solutions (HCl, HCOOH, NH3,
NaOH) and conditions under ultrasonic immersion, mortar grinding, and resin grinding
were investigated, as were the extraction techniques for protein-cemented materials in
Renaissance art paintings. The finest extraction results were obtained by grinding the
grinding resin in an aqueous solution of 1% trifluoroacetic acid and performing a multi-step
ultrasonic bath, according to the authors. The protein extraction efficacy was then evalu-
ated using matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI–TOF MS). Enzymatic hydrolysis of the extracted protein yields a peptide mixture,
which is subsequently analysed and identified using nano-liquid chromatography (nano-
LC), nano-electrospray ionisation (nano-ESI), quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(Q-q-TOF-MS), and mass spectrometry (MS). The results demonstrated that the method
only required 10 g of samples to identify the binder in the painting as ovalbumin. This
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method employs a small sample size and does not hydrolyze the protein into amino acids
during extraction, preserving more information about the genus and species.

Similarly, the extraction of proteins from cultural relics should be as minimally invasive
as feasible; therefore, a microwave combined protease extraction method for digestion on
the surface of cultural relics has been developed. In 2009, Gabriella Leo et al. [47] used
microwave-assisted trypsin to extract protein from the pigment layer of a 13th-century
Italian cathedral dome fresco, and then used nano-LC-MS/MS and ESI to detect the
extracted peptide segments. It was discovered that the binder was milk. Using this method
to extract proteins will not harm cultural artefacts and is appropriate for samples with trace
quantities, ageing, and degradation.

Recently, a novel hydrogel protein extraction material comprised of trypsin and chy-
motrypsin has been utilised in the analysis of cultural relic protein materials. Calvano et al. [48]
directly coated the surface of an oil painting and analysed the peptides obtained after en-
zymatic hydrolysis using MALDI–TOF/TOF. They obtained a large number of casein,
rabbit collagen, and egg yolk immunoglobulin peptide peaks, which increased protein
coverage. It was discovered that bovine adhesive, eggs, and milk were used as binders
when studying Italian statues painted in the 16th century using this technology. Using
hydrogel to extract proteins prevents injury to the pigment layer; additionally, compared
to samples treated with trypsin, more and shorter peptide fragments are obtained, which
facilitates the identification of proteins based on the analysis of peptide fragments.

Ethyl-vinyl acetate (EVA) films are used to extract proteins from artefacts by coating
the surface of cultural relic materials with moisture for 15–30 min. As follows is how EVA
film is prepared: Vinyl acetate, strong anion, and strong cation exchange resin are fused
and compressed to form a 150–200 m-thick film. This technology enables for the extraction
of precious cultural relic materials in situ without damaging them. In addition, it leaves
no residue on the surface of the artefacts. However, the preparation procedure is complex
and requires specialised equipment, making it difficult to promote its current use. In 2017,
Zilberstein et al. [49] utilised this method to conduct a proteomic analysis of the remnants
on the margins of the manuscript of the renowned writer Mikhail Bulgakov. Proteins on
the paper may be adsorbed by saliva or perspiration and left at the page’s edge. Following
the extraction of the EVA film, the protein is eluted, reduced, alkylated, and digested with
trypsin. Proteins like periostein, N-acetyl--glucosaminidase, and norepinephrine were
identified using liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS). All of
these are biomarkers of kidney disease, proving that the author died from this condition.

3.2. Mass Spectrometry Analysis

Core to proteomics technology is the qualitative and quantitative analysis of extracted
proteins by mass spectrometry. Chromatography and spectroscopy are the most comprehen-
sive methods of protein analysis. Chromatographic techniques include gas chromatography
(GC) [50], high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and pyrolysis-gas chromatog-
raphy (Py-GC), among others. Fluorescence spectroscopy [51], Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) [52], and laser Raman spectroscopy [53] are spectroscopic techniques.
However, the disadvantages of chromatographic and spectroscopic techniques include their
susceptibility to interference from other inorganic substances, their inability to characterise
a single protein in mixtures of multiple proteins, and the similar amino acid compositions
of proteins derived from different biological sources. Consequently, the chromatographic
and spectroscopic techniques listed above are typically incapable of identifying species and
are inconvenient for detecting protein mixtures.

With the continuous development of MS technology, proteomics research applica-
tions are expanding in both scope and depth. MS can detect amino acid sequences, post-
translational modifications, and the molecular weight of peptides and proteins with preci-
sion. MS has become the most significant identification technology in proteomics [9,42,54,55]
because of its high sensitivity, accuracy, and ease of automation. Triple quadrupoles,
time-of-flight (TOF), and Orbitraps are the most prevalent types of mass analyzers. Triple
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quadrupoles have limited resolution, but their advantages are sensitivity and speed. TOF’s
ultra-high resolution and precision are more conducive to the identification of undiscovered
species in complex situations. In addition, their selection is of superior quality. Due to
the fact that MALDI generates molecules with a high mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), they
are frequently employed in tandem with MALDI. Orbitraps have the highest resolution
and mass accuracy and are coupled with ESI/nano-ESI due to their ability to resolve
the numerous charge states. Each mass analyzer has distinct precision, sensitivity, and
resolution, and can be chosen based on the detection needs [56]. MALDI-TOF-MS is able
to obtain the relative molecular weights of numerous enzymatic peptide fragments and
PMFS. It is suitable for large-scale rapid detection and is resistant to salt, detergents, and
high-concentration buffer solutions. This technology has the following limitations: the
peak expression of the obtained protein is frequently similar or overlapping; the number
of different proteins cannot be determined; it has relatively low reproducibility and sepa-
ration; it lacks stringing capability, thereby limiting further qualitative capabilities; and it
requires precision instruments with high maintenance costs [57,58]. ESI-MS can be utilised
to sequence peptides and determine the amino acid sequences of various peptides. Its
benefits include broad solvent applicability, high ionisation efficiency, low sample volume
requirement, and broad mass range [59]. Several disadvantages include: Capillaries can
easily obstruct when detecting higher concentrations of samples or samples containing
impurities; only highly volatile buffers (such as ammonium acetate) can be used; separate
ESIs will interfere with random peaks when analysing the mixture; and the spectrum is
too chaotic. QMS is appropriate for bottom-up methodologies, and its benefits include a
simple structure, low cost, simple maintenance, high quantitative capability and sensitivity,
and a wider linear range. There is no tandem polarity capability, insufficient qualitative
capability, low resolution of fragment ions, and sluggish speed among the disadvantages.

MALDI-TOF-MS is capable of identifying not only individual proteins, but also com-
posites and biomolecules. Due to the frequent presence of protein compounds derived from
various biological sources (eggs, animal glue, milk, etc.) in cultural relics, MALDI-TOF-MS
is employed for differentiation. For instance, mortar samples collected in 2009 from the
Romanesque rotunda of Saint Catherine in Znojmo (Czech Republic) were analysed using
MALDI–TOF MS. It can distinguish commonly used proteins (casein, collagen, egg protein)
as additives and is used to determine mixtures and biological macromolecules. The results
revealed the presence of two proteins in the mortar sample [60]: casein and collagen.

ESI-MS can generate ions with multiple charges, and molecules with a high molecular
weight typically possess multiple charges. The distribution of charge states can precisely
quantify molecular mass, thereby simultaneously providing accurate molecular mass and
structural information. Therefore, it can be used for the analysis of organic macromolecules.
Yoko Taniguchi [61] examined the Bamiyan Wall Paintings’ binders in 2022. Using ESI-
MS/MS for protein analysis, researchers detected type I collagen in cattle, which is distinct
from collagen from swine and horses, as well as type III collagen from cattle. This not only
validates the previous species detection results, but also suggests that the material used
is bovine skin as opposed to bovine bone because the abundance of this protein in bones
and tendons is significantly higher than in skin. Consequently, ESI-MS detection allows
for the retrieval of more information regarding the protein materials used in cultural relics,
leading to more in-depth findings.

The QMS technique has higher ion and protein fractions and is both rapid and sensitive.
Stepanka Kuckova [62] analysed four distinct protein additives (animal glue, blood, egg,
and milk) added to aged mortar samples using LC-ESI-Q-TOF MS. LC-ESI-Q-TOF MS was
able to identify milk additives that could not be identified by MALDI-TOF MS, as it was
able to identify more specific peptides in the peptide mixture.

Several mass spectrometry techniques can be used in series to detect peptides with
various physical and chemical properties in order to improve the ability to detect proteins
in cultural relic materials. Proteins can be extracted from low-volume samples without the
need for protein hydrolysis. Using a combination of MALDI-TOF-MS, LC-MS/MS, and
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LTQ-Orbitrap, Tripkovic T. et al. [63] identified 19th-century Eastern Orthodox paintings
in 2015. Various methods were used to identify distinct peptides of the same protein in
this investigation. Using LC-MS/MS with an ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap, less abundant proteins
were identified compared to MALDI-TOF MS/MS. Since only a few peptides elute at
once, chromatographic separation in front of the ESI source enabled the identification
of multiple proteins. MALDI-TOF MS/MS has higher throughput and shorter analysis
periods, whereas HPLC-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap provides more detailed results and detects
proteins at lower concentrations. This combination of ionisation techniques allowed for
overlap and compensation.

3.3. Biological Information Database Retrieval

The third essential component of proteomics technology is bioinformatics research, the
most important phase of which is the creation of a database. Researchers can identify the
source species of the protein by comparing the MS data obtained after the aforementioned
analyses with the database data. Completeness and breadth of the database are essential for
confirming the labelled peptides and identifying species. If ancient samples lack sequence
information in the database or if the sequence information is incomplete, modern samples
can be used as a reference. In 2007, Kuckova et al. [62] compiled a database of modern
samples of commonly used binders (egg yolks, egg whites, casein, milk, curds, whey,
gelatine, and various types of animal glue); then, the programme Mass-2.0-alpha4 simulated
the decomposition of the aforementioned substances and compared this to the amino acid
sequence of a single protein in a database (such as ExPASy). The outcomes matched. The
peptide mixture obtained from a few micrograms of pigment layers from Edvard Munch
paintings was then analysed using MALDI–TOF MS, which revealed that eggs were the
binder. Dallongeville et al. [64] utilised proteomics techniques based on Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance MS (FTICR-MS), nano-LC, nano-ESI, high-resolution MS (HR/MS),
and MS/MS to identify sequence information that was not in the protein database in 2011.
Animal gels from several species (bovine, rabbits, and fish) that are commercially available
were analysed, and the specific peptides of fifteen species of cattle, three species of rabbit,
and three species of fish were identified.

Subsequent analyses revealed that the complex simulation materials consisted of lead
white, animal adhesive, and linseed oil; the source species of the animal glue species was
also identified. Last but not least, the technology was successfully applied to a 50 g gold-
plated sample of a church from the 18th century, demonstrating that the adhesive glue used
for plaster brackets and gold foil was bovine glue. Azémard et al. [65] utilised electrospray
quadrupole time-of-flight (ESI-Q-TOF) MS in conjunction with ultra-performance liquid
chromatography-MS (UHPLC-MS) and LC–MS/MS to identify the species of ancient fibres
in Xinjiang in 2019. Due to the arid climate of the Tarim Basin, where the sample is located,
the area is ideal for preserving animal fibres. The difference in keratin deamidation rates
between ancient and contemporary samples is negligible. By analysing the keratin-specific
peptides of ancient samples from this region for species differentiation, the proteomic
database of extinct species can be expanded. The results showed that goats, sheep, and
cattle were the primary sources of fibre for textiles. In 2021, Dubrovskii et al. [66] proposed
a broadband collision-induced dissociation (bbCID) model, which was used to acquire
characteristic peptides of ovalbumin and collagen for database construction. After testing
the samples with HPLC-MS and nano-LC-MS, the protein was identified by comparing it
to the database. This method was used to analyse building samples from the 19th century.
Collagen was identified as the primary component using six characteristic peptides. This
technology can test samples with multiple layers, and there is no need to re-prepare samples
for subsequent analyses.

3.4. Characteristics of Proteomics Technology

Proteomics technology is a high-sensitivity, high-resolution, and high-throughput
detection technology that enables the analysis and detection of a dozen complex samples
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simultaneously; it can detect with only a few micrograms of samples, and numerous
sampling methods that do not require the destruction of cultural relic materials have been
developed. In addition, the detection limit is low, the tested samples can be repeatedly
applied to other detection methods, making it appropriate for samples of valuable cultural
relic materials, and the distinction between protein-derived animals can be accurate to
the species level. However, the primary disadvantage of this technology is that samples
typically require complex pre-treatment procedures, such as separation, purification, and
hydrolysis in inorganic solutions, which reduces the amount of information pertaining
to biological sources. In addition, the intricate pre-treatment procedure increases the
likelihood of sample loss and contamination. Complex instruments impose stringent
requirements on experimental platforms and operators. They are only appropriate for
professional scientific research institutions and cannot be analysed and examined by various
cultural relic material preservation units.

4. ELISA Technology
4.1. The Concept of Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

ELISA is a labelled immunoassay technique that combines the specific binding reaction
of antigen–antibody with the color-rendering reaction of enzymes and catalytic substrate
to enhance sensitivity [3] by amplifying the signal. In a published article promoting the
establishment and development of ELISA [67], Swedish researchers Engvall and Perlmann
first proposed the use of ELISA for the quantitative detection of antibodies during the
1970s. The substrate is added after the enzyme is labelled on the antibody, the antigen is
immunologically bound to the enzyme-labeled antibody, and then the antigen is specifically
bound to the enzyme-labeled antibody. The product of the colour reaction between the
substrate and the enzyme is coloured. The colour intensity of the product correlates
positively with the quantity of antigen or antibody in the test substance. Using an enzyme
marker, the absorbance of the product at a particular wavelength can be measured, and
the antigen or antibody can be quantitatively analysed. An antigen is a molecule that can
stimulate an organism’s immune system, and an antibody is a glycoprotein that can bind to
an antigen in a specific manner. Proteins can be used as an antigen to generate antibodies,
and for immune experiments to generate specific antibodies, only the protein must be
extracted and purified.

The direct method, double antibody sandwich method, indirect method, and competi-
tion method are typical ELISA detection techniques used for protein analysis of cultural
relic materials [68] (Figure 2). The direct method involves adsorbing the antigen onto a
solid-phase carrier, incubating it at an appropriate temperature and relative humidity, and
then washing away any unbound antigens and impurities. To bind other unbound sites on
the solid-phase carrier, a high concentration of nonspecific proteins and enzyme-labeled
specific antibodies are added. At an optimal temperature and relative humidity, the antigen
and antibody react completely, and the sample is then rinsed to remove unreacted anti-
bodies. Finally, the chromogenic substrate is added, and within a certain amount of time,
the enzyme-catalyzed colour develops. The experimental operation requirements for the
labelling reaction of antibodies are high; each antigen detected by the direct method must
be labelled with a specific antibody that interacts with it, resulting in a high cost of detection.
Using the sandwich method, a known antibody is affixed to the surface of a solid-phase
carrier, followed by the test sample. If the sample contains an antigen, specific binding will
occur; then, an enzyme-labeled antibody is added to produce an antibody–antigen–enzyme-
labeled antibody “sandwich” structure. After the addition of the substrate, the antigen in
the sample is detected and analysed using a color-generating reaction. Double antibody
sandwiching is a common technique for detecting macromolecular antigens [69]. However,
when using the double antibody sandwich method to detect each antigen, the specific
antibody that reflects that antigen must be labelled; when combined with indirect methods,
each antigen requires two antibodies, making the double antibody sandwich method more
expensive. The indirect technique can be used to detect antigens. The principle is to adsorb
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the antigen to be tested onto the solid phase, followed by the addition of specific antibodies
and enzyme-labeled antibodies. Alternately, after the antigen has been adsorbed in the
solid phase, the antibody to be examined and the enzyme-labeled antibody are successively
added. In the indirect method, the colour intensity is directly proportional to the concentra-
tions of the coated antigen and the primary antibody. The binding between the first and
second antibodies is based on the principle that cross-reactions can occur between distinct
subclasses of the same antibody. Therefore, specific antibodies can be applied directly to
ELISA without being labelled, preserving the high activity of the specific antibody, reducing
the number of experimental steps, and saving time and money. Consequently, indirect
methods are the most popular. It is also the most popular method for detecting proteins in
cultural relics [70]. The competition method is distinguished by the interaction between
the antigen being tested and the enzyme-labeled antigen and the solid-phase antibody. The
more the enzyme-labelled antigen binds to the solid-phase antibody, and the darker the
colour, the lower the antigen concentration in the test sample. The intensity of the colour of
the competitive solution is directly proportional to the antigen concentration in the mixed
solution and inversely proportional to the antigen concentration on the solid carrier. This
method is primarily used to determine small-molecule hapten [71–73].
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4.2. Application of Early ELISA in Protein Detection of Cultural Relics Materials

Since the introduction of ELISA technology, it has been widely used for the detection
of viruses, antibiotics, heavy metal ions, disease-related proteins, residues, etc., due to
its high sensitivity, easy and rapid operation, the small amount of sample required, low
cross-reactivity, and high specificity. The development of ELISA technology has also piqued
the interest of archaeologists, who have started applying it to the detection of proteins in
materials from cultural relics. Earlier studies on the application of ELISA in archaeology
were numerous. In 1990, for instance, ELISA was used to detect albumin protein in ancient
corpses and animal remains [74]. It was also used to determine that the pigment deposits
of the Chumash Indians in the United States consisted of both animal and human blood.
Cattabeo [75] utilised ELISA to analyse ancient human bone extracts in 1992. Albumin was
discovered in 23 of the 31 skeletons, whereas only one skeleton contained IgG. Therefore, it
has been demonstrated that albumin is a significantly superior target molecule for long-
term survival in ancient bones. The results demonstrated that there is no cross-reaction
between human and animal materials when using ELISA to detect albumin in bones,
and that as little as 10 ng of protein is detectable, thereby expanding the possibilities for
bone archaeology. In 2002, Schweitzer [76] used ELISA to identify immunologically active
polypeptides in 100,000 to 300,000-year-old fossilised skulls. This demonstrates that ELISA
is sensitive enough to detect proteins that are extremely aged.
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4.3. ELISA Detection of Proteins in Cultural Relics Materials in a Complex Environment

With the ongoing development and enhancement of ELISA, a large number of research
results for protein analysis and detection in materials from cultural relics have emerged,
and the sensitivity and specificity of detection have improved continuously. In the protein
processing method, ELISA employs the trypsin and other prior procedures of aged proteins
so that the protein’s antigen determinant is exposed and can react with antibodies. This
method detects ageing and denatured proteins in cultural relic materials without the need
for a complex protein separation and purification procedure [45]. Protein components that
must be detected in cultural relic materials frequently exist in complex environments and
are difficult to separate; for instance, protein-cemented materials in mural layers are fre-
quently mixed with inorganic materials, and cations of lead, copper, calcium, and iron are
present in pigment layers. When amino acid analysis is performed using mass spectrometry,
it will interfere with the derivatization process and alter the results [77]. In the presence
of impurities, such as inorganic materials, active cations, and organic polymers, ELISA is
superior to other detection methods for identifying proteins in cultural relic materials. In
2010, Palmieri et al. [78] analysed proteins in samples of cultural relics materials containing
inorganic matrices using ELISA. After testing samples of 13th-century murals, it was deter-
mined that casein could still be detected in common mural substrates, such as carbonated
stucco or gypsum, with a detection limit as low as 1 nanogram, indicating that these inor-
ganic matrices will not affect the detection ability and sensitivity of ELISA. Similarly, the
use of ELISA technology for determining the age of protein binders in pigments containing
distinct metal ions will not affect the test results. In 2015, Lee et al. [77] modified the colour
portrayal of Alkaline Phosphatase (AP), a commonly used enzyme in ELISA, to horseradish
peroxidase (HRP), which is more sensitive than AP and has a greater magnification range.
Animal cements containing pigments such as lead white and ultramarine are mined for
proteins. The ELISA signal remains unaffected, and the protein type can still be identified.
Similarly, a sample was extracted from a 12th- to 13th-century Peruvian feather robe. The
ELISA results revealed that the sample’s adhesive was arabino-galactose gum, not animal
glue as was previously believed. Type I collagen was detected in paper samples obtained
from 19th-century to early 20th-century watercolour paintings. Ultimately, type I collagen
and ovalbumin were discovered in tempera paintings on canvas from the 14th century.
These results demonstrate that ELISA is capable of detecting various classes of proteins
containing distinct metal ions.

4.4. ELISA Detection of Trace Samples

ELISA can detect and identify proteins in cultural relic materials that are stored in
adverse environments, severely damaged, ageing, or even completely denatured, as well as
those that are difficult to distinguish visually. It can also differentiate between protein types,
determine their biological origin [79] and detect and identify even trace concentrations
of proteins. Liu [80] used indirect ELISA and indirect competitive ELISA to detect and
identify samples of wool and leather from cultural relics. Cowhide was identified as
the variety of leather found in samples from dry regions of ancient Xinjiang. The ELISA
indirect detection threshold for keratin was 10 ng/mL. Additionally, the collagen type I
in the three ancient leather samples was identified, and the results of various proportions
were obtained, thereby completing the species identification. Wu [81] laboured in 2017 to
detect lacquer in samples of cultural relic material. Due to the complex composition of
the remaining samples, which were contaminated and contained only trace quantities, the
FTIR and Py-GC/MS results for lacquer phenol were insufficient. The glycoproteins in
the dried lacquer films were analysed using ELISA, and the results were applied to eight
samples collected from six remnants or ancient structures in different Chinese cities. This
study’s detection limit reached 106 g/mL, and muddy samples were also analysed. In 2021,
Weng [82] used ELISA to analyse samples of Chinese building mortars from 4300 years ago
(approximately 2300 BC) to determine if they contained traces of commonly used binders,
such as glutinous rice, tung oil, sugar, and animal adhesive. The results indicated that
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the samples contained components of animal adhesive. ELISA was able to detect protein
components in old, exceedingly low-content mortars.

5. The Combination of ELISA and Other Technologies

There have been an increasing number of techniques in recent years to enhance ELISA’s
detection effectiveness by fusing it with other technologies. In 2016, Liu [83] employed im-
munofluorescence microscopy (IFM) and ELISA to pinpoint the precise location of protein
binders in the mural layer of the Xumi mountain caves and determine their composition.
Animal glue and egg whites, two frequent sticky ingredients found in ancient Chinese
paints, were found. IFM can characterise the structure distribution information of each
layer of binder materials because it is a multi-layer structure that is challenging to mechani-
cally peel off, and ELISA combined with IFM has high detection sensitivity. The protein
components in it can still be detected and classified when the cemented material is mixed
with the pigment.

Immune-labeled magnetic beads can bind protein more effectively and withstand
interference from impurities when used in conjunction with ELISA. The magnetic beads
are appropriate for use at archaeological sites and can be mass-produced as well. Zhang
Wei [84] created an ELISA assay for the detection of silk protein in 2020 using immune-
labeled magnetic beads. Silk protein was used to adsorb immune-labeled magnetic beads,
and following adsorption, the silk protein was eluted for indirect ELISA testing. Testing
of soil samples from the Qingtai site in Zhengzhou, which had evidence of probable silk
breakdown, revealed the presence of silk protein there. Because immune-labeled magnetic
beads have good durability, this approach offers higher sensitivity than standard ELISA. Its
portability and strong anti-interference ability make it suited for trace protein identification
in ancient sites. Table 2 provides a summary of the detection methods and outcomes for
samples of historical proteins.

Table 2. Detection techniques and results of ancient protein samples.

Sample Country of
Sample Time Detection Method Detected Protein

Proteomics

Cementitious Materials in Renaissance
Art Painting [46] Italy 2006 MALDI-TOF, nano-LC,

nano-ESI, Q-q-TOF-MS, MS Ovalbumin

17th Century Painings [62] Norway 2007 MALDI-TOF MS Egg protein
Cathedral dome painting binder [47] Italy 2009 nano-LC-MS/MS; ESI Casein

Mortar sample for Romanesque
rotunda [60] Czech Republic 2009 MALDI-TOF-MS

Casein;
Collagen;

Egg protein

18th century church binder [64] France 2011 FTICR-MS, nano-LC,
nano-ESI, HR MS, MS/MS Bovine collagen

Orthodox paintings [63] Serbia 2015 LTQ-Orbitra, MALDI-TOF
MS/MS Yolk protein

The manuscript of the famous writer
Mikhail Bulgakov [49] Russia 2017 LC-MS/MS

Periostein;
acetyl-β-glucosaminidase;

Norepinephrine

Ancient fibers [65] China 2019 ESI-Q-TOF, UHPLC-MS,
LC-MS/MS

Goat keratin;
Sheep keratin;
Sovine keratin

Handmade Papers (13th–15th century)
[45] Italy 2020 SDS-PAGE Collagen

Handmade Papers (13th–15th century)
[45] Italy 2020 SDS-PAGE Collagen

Painted statues [48] Italy 2020 MALDI-TOF/TOF
Casein;

Rabbit collagen;
Egg yolk immunoglobulin

19th-century buildings [66] Russia 2021 HPLC–MS, nano-LC–MS Collagen

Wall Paintings [61] Afghanistan 2022 ESI-MS/MS Type I collagen
Type III collagen
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Table 2. Cont.

Sample Country of
Sample Time Detection Method Detected Protein

ELISA

13th Century Murals [78] Italy 2010 ELISA Casein
Peruvian feather robe from the

12th–13th centuries [77] Peru 2015 ELISA Arabino-galactose gum

Watercolor paintings from the 19th
century to the early 20th century [76] America 2015 ELISA Type I collagen

14th-century tempera paintings [77] Italy 2015 ELISA Type I collagen;
Ovalbumin

Wool and leather [80] China 2016 ELISA Type I collagen;
Keratin

Murals binders [83] China 2016 ELISA, IFM Egg protein; Collagen
Dried lacquer films [81] China 2017 ELISA Glycoproteins

Soil samples [84] China 2020 IMB, ELISA Silk protein
Building mortars 4300 years ago [82] China 2021 ELISA Collagen

Combination
of the two
methods

Painted wood panels from the 13th
century [85] China 2018 ToF-SIMS, Dot-ELISA

Casein;
Rabbit collagen;

Egg protein

Silks [13] China 2019 LC–MS/MS, ELISA Sericin;
Silk fibroin

Silk residues [86] China 2021 IMB, ELISA, LC−MS/MS Silk protein

5.1. Characteristics of Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

The minimal sample purity requirements, straightforward sample pre-treatment,
limited number of experimental procedures, lack of need for complicated instruments, ease
of operation, and low cost of ELISA all contribute to its high sensitivity and low sample
volume requirement. Therefore, it is appropriate for the initial classification of different
cultural relic elements at archaeological sites that contain proteins. It is also appropriate
for the quick and simple identification of cultural heritage artefacts with mixed proteins
since protein detection is selective and non-target proteins have less of an impact on target
proteins. It can be widely employed by cultural and insurance sites with various situations
because it has few criteria for experiment instruments and laboratory workers. Because
it is impossible to distinguish between distinct species of animals belonging to the same
genus, ELISA can only accurately identify the species source of proteins at the genus level.
Additionally, because ELISA cannot detect many substances simultaneously, molecules
with related structures may react with one another.

5.2. Combined Use of Proteomics and ELISA

Proteomics and ELISA have increasingly been used in research in recent years to
analyse proteins. Proteomics approaches have high throughput and accuracy benefits, and
the evaluated samples can be reused for ELISA testing. Low sample purity requirements,
easy operation without complicated equipment, low cost, and little influence of non-target
proteins on the results are all characteristics of ELISA. The composition and source of the
sample can be correctly recognised by combining the benefits of the two analysis techniques
(Table 3). In order to characterise the organic adhesives employed in painted wood panels
from the 13th century, two techniques were applied in 2018: time of flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and Dot-ELISA [85]. While ELISA has great specificity and
sensitivity and can perform a single identification of proteins in trace samples, ToF-SIMS
offers high spatial resolution and high surface sensitivity. The outcomes of both techniques
demonstrated the existence of a rabbit glue and milk mixture in the paint layer of the
sample while ruling out the usage of eggs. Proteins can be qualitatively analysed and their
species identified using immunoassay and proteomics techniques.
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Table 3. Comparison of characteristics of two detection methods.

Proteomics ELISA

Sample weight µg, non-destructive sampling mg
Pre-treatment process complex simple

Number of samples for single test more less
Instrument precision simple

Operating procedure complex simple
Inspection cost high cost low cost

Sample recovery recyclable non-recyclable
Limit of detection 1015 (mol/L) 109 (mol/L)

Species identification precision species genus
Whether or not false negative yes no

Sericin and silk fibroin were successfully identified as marker proteins in 2019 by
Chen [13] using LC-MS/MS to identify silkworm cocoon protein. The heavy chain of
the mulberry silk protein’s distinctive peptides were tested as haptens, while the tussah
cocoon’s silk protein was used as a full antigen. Through animal immunology, specific anti-
bodies to various silks were developed, and distinct species’ silk proteins were successfully
identified. In 2021, Zheng et al. [86] created a technique for quick enrichment and detec-
tion of silk residues based on immune-labeled magnetic beads and ELISA. The detection
threshold was at 5.12 ng/mL. After that, they employed LC-MS/MS to further validate the
findings. The study demonstrates that the composition and source of silk residues may be
precisely determined by combining immunological and proteomic approaches.

5.3. Expectation

Proteomics technology and ELISA have gradually been used to analyse the proteins
in cultural relic materials in recent years. This has not only satiated the demands for low
destructiveness, high resolution, high throughput, and high sensitivity, but also revealed
information about the biological sources of proteins. To increase the effectiveness of protein
extraction, proteomics technology must further optimise the extraction process. Addition-
ally, it is impossible to compare many significant spectra with the database. To identify
the iconic proteins and create a more comprehensive database of the proteins found in
cultural relic materials, it is important to examine the proteins in additional samples of
cultural relic materials. The accuracy and specificity of biological source identification will
keep rising thanks to the ongoing development of bioinformatics, databases, and analysis
software. The future of this field lies on combining conventional ELISA technology with
new technologies for extraction and detection. For instance, ELISA with immune-labeled
magnetic beads can be used to detect minute quantities of proteins. ELISA and other
sensors can also be used to create biosensors, such as electrochemical immunosensors.
These techniques enable successful qualitative and quantitative studies, they are simple
to use, they can be automatically recognised, they can achieve higher sensitivity, and they
can identify proteins in a larger range of materials used to create cultural relics. Addi-
tionally, because protein is reversible, has strong biocompatibility, and the non-changing
morphology, content, and qualities of cultural relic materials, it has steadily been employed
as a bioremediation material in the restoration and reinforcement of such materials. In
the future, this could develop into an improved repair and protection strategy for cultural
heritage items. Finally, the methods for analysing protein in materials from cultural relics
will considerably improve with the advancement of protein analysis technology.
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